
 

Logitech G29 Driving Force - Wheel
and pedals set

wired - for Sony PlayStation 3 - Sony PlayStation 4

Group Input Devices

Manufacturer Logitech

Manufacturer item no. 941-000112

EAN/UPC 5099206057302

Description
All your controls are where you can reach them. The D-Pad, buttons and
paddle shifters are incorporated into the racing wheel. LED indicator lights
positioned just above the center of the wheel tell you exactly when to up- or
down-shift. You maintain maximum acceleration without taking your eyes off
the track. A 24-point selection dial and the +/- buttons on the front of the
wheel let you further fine-tune your driving preferences. 

 Feel your tires on every turn and type of terrain, sense under- or over-steer
drifting and more. Powerful dual-motor force feedback realistically simulates
force effects so you can respond with precision. 

 Driving Force handles the stress of racing action and is built for long-lasting
reliability. G29 has solid steel ball bearings in the wheel shaft and stainless
steel paddle shifters and pedals. The race wheel is covered in high-quality,
hand-stitched leather, giving it the look and feel of a high-performance race
car wheel and giving you a more comfortable, durable experience. 

 

Main features  

Product Description Logitech G29 Driving Force - wheel and pedals set - wired

Product Type Wheel and pedals set

Connectivity Technology Wired

Features 900° wheel rotation

Designed For Sony PlayStation 3, Sony PlayStation 4

Extended details
General

Product Type Wheel and pedals set

Connectivity Technology Wired

Interface USB

Features 900° wheel rotation

Game Controller (1st) Details

Type Wheel



 

Controls D-pad, gear shift paddles, shift button

Features Force feedback, status LED

Game Controller (2nd) Details

Type Pedals

Features Auto-calibration, carpet grip system

System Requirements

OS Required Microsoft Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10, Apple MacOS X 10.10 or later

Miscellaneous

Included Accessories Power adapter

Manufacturer Warranty

Service & Support Limited warranty - 2 years

Compatibility Information

Designed For Sony PlayStation 3, Sony PlayStation 4
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